MPN&MPNr-EuroNet Meetings

MPN&MPNr-EuroNet organizes at least one meeting each year. Information on coming events is available on the network website (www.mpneuronet.eu).

Each MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting begins with a Special Session dedicated to a specific topic; leading experts in the subject are invited speakers. The Special Session is followed by short communications selected from abstracts submitted to MPN&MPNr-EuroNet’s scientific committee; preference is given to studies related to the topic of the Special Session and to young investigators. MPN&MPNr-EuroNet working groups (WG) then hold their own session:
- Mutation Detection and Validation; Mutation Quantification and Molecular Residual Disease (MRD);
- Congenital Erythrocytosis and Hereditary Thrombocytosis. WG sessions are organized by the WG Chairs with the help of Co-Chairs. A poster session is also organized. The posters are showed during the whole length of the meeting.

MPN&MPNr-EuroNet strongly encourages collaborative studies. To facilitate such studies, informal "business sessions" are organized, where participants can propose new studies, discuss on-going studies and the results obtained, and prepare collaborative publications.

MPN&MPNr-EuroNet Meetings (2010-2020)

1. **April 15-16, 2010**: 1st MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Nantes, France
   Special Session: Hypoxia and Congenital Erythrocytosis

2. **October 3-4, 2010**: 2nd MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Albufeira, Portugal
   Special Session: Hereditary Thrombocytosis

3. **April 6-8, 2011**: 3rd MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, La Baule, France
   Special Session: Histopathology of JAK2-negative MPNs

4. **September 14-16, 2011**: 4th MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Munich, Germany
   Special Session: NGS for the detection of mutations in MPNs

5. **March 7-9, 2012**: 5th MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Belfast, Northern Ireland, UK
   Special Session: Gene mutations in progression in MPNs

6. **October 24-26, 2012**: 6th MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Billund, Denmark
   Special Session: Inflammation in MPNs

7. **April 24-26, 2013**: 7th MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Ohrid, Republic of Macedonia
   Special Session: Cytogenomics of MPNs

8. **September 25-27, 2013**: 8th MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Prague, The Czech Republic
   Special Session I: Mechanisms of transformation in MPNs
   Special Session II: Pathogenesis of MPNs and MPN-related hereditary diseases

9. **April 10-11, 2014**: 9th MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Nantes, France
   Special Session: CALR mutations in MPNs

10. **April 9-10, 2015**: 10th MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Zagreb, Croatia
    Special Session: Inflammation and MPN management

11. **April 27-29, 2016**: 11th MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Poznan, Poland
    Special Session: Genetic alterations in MPNs and MPN-like disorders

12. **May 10-12, 2017**: 12th MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Göteborg, Sweden
    Special Session: MPN pathogenesis

13. **April 25-27, 2018**: 13th MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Krakow, Poland

14. **May 8-10, 2019**: 14th MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Belgrade, Serbia

15. **April 22-24, 2020**: 15th MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meeting, Ljubljana, Slovenia

For information on MPN&MPNr-EuroNet meetings, please follow the “Events” Tab.